Be a person of action in and out of the classroom.
Read for Class!

● Set reading goals
  ○ I will read 10 pg before I play video games
  ○ I will read for 15 min for PSYC and 15 min for HIST
  ○ I will read one ch. before dinner and one ch. after dinner

● Skim the Chapter

● Give reading purpose
  ○ Annotating
  ○ Taking Notes
  ○ Turning Heading into questions
    Ex: Financial Forecasting
    ■ What is financial forecasting?
    ■ How does financial forecasting work?

● Monitor comprehension
Take Notes

- Read before class
- Keep notes organized
- Format your notes
  - Mainpoint
  - Subpoint
  - Supporting details
- Listen for verbal cues
- Think about what you’re writing
- Review and edit notes after class
- Rewrite notes & create study materials